To Whom It May Concern:
The Langdon Daycare Staff
love when Maxine helps us out by
during Training Hours for us. She does
a wonderful job, and they are very
interesting topics. Maxine asks us
what we would like help in and
trips to discuss these topics. We
have some difficult children in our
facility, and these Training help us
deal with some of the problems. We
do not have to Travel out of Town
for Training Hours is also nice.
They are in Langdon. We would
really hate to lose this opportunity
because she helps us a lot.
It is really nice to talk with other
Daycare facilities & share some of
Their ideas about how they run their
Centers.

Pamela Allen
Patty Howell
Britta Weber
To Whom it May Concern,

I'm writing in regards to training classes.

We enjoy having the classes so close. Macine does a great job! She makes it interesting.

We would be sad to see the training classes end. It's nice that she gives up her time so we can get an training close to home.

Lori Lavery
Dear SFACE

I'm writing in regards of Macine Lukach. I, as well as the staff at the Langdon Daycare Center, enjoy her classes that she provides for us. They're educational and it provides us with learning hours we need for licensing. We want those classes to continue.

Sincerely,
Christopher Shannon.